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Hey Lindsay, I found EE on Wattpad this summer, then eagerly devoured the rest of that series plus all of Encr &amp; Flash Gold. I only recently found your book series (Goblet of Fire, Azkaban, Ministry of Magic, etc.) I would love to pay you a visit sometime! Can you recommend any other books that you think would be of interest to me?

I'm very glad you are enjoying the series. I can't let you know what will happen between Rezkin and Frisha. You will have to wait and see! No spoilers! :-p

"Claimings, Tails, and Other Alien Artifacts"? I'm interested in reading it but can't seem to find it. Thank you! :)

for someone to read before he or she dies, what would it be, and why? Hello! I was wondering if there are plans for a re-release of a kindle edition of "The Wind and the Void"? I haven't received the book yet. Can I know when it will arrive?

The reason was the new translation of the book. I gave my five stars to the initial book in English, as good as any translation can be.

The play is just a satirical undertaking the frivolous lifestyles of the top of class in the 19th century. Naturally, the characters are a bit annoying point.

Totally agree. At this time, Mather appears like the obvious end game. I do believe Theron's future is death or paired with another sub-character. The feeling so detrimental to Theron. He gets picked on by everyone. Every person he's met has used him in a few way. He is a real strong character to remain true for what he wants. I wish a great ending for him.